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What's going on with TikTok? - BBC NewsTikTok users in the US are rallying to save the app,
as Microsoft confirms discussions to acquire the Chinese-owned short-video sensation after
President Trump
So, What Happened With That TikTok Ban? | Grit Daily NewsNov 17, 2020 — For the time being
the TikTok ban will not go into effect unless the Trump administration decides to take additional
action in the futureWhat's Going On With TikTok? Here's What We Know - TheAug 3, 2020 —
Because TikTok emerged out of ByteDance's 2017 acquisition of a lip-syncing app called
Musical.ly, the administration could also effectively
Trump's bid to ban TikTok and WeChat: where are we nowSep 29, 2020 — On 6 August, Donald
Trump published executive orders targeting the viral video app TikTok and messaging app
WeChat. The orders declared
What's Happening With TikTok and WeChat? - WSJSep 22, 2020 — TikTok and WeChat users
in the U.S. were granted a reprieve from potential bans of the apps, but uncertainty
remainsWhat the heck is going on with TikTok and Oracle, explainedSep 14, 2020 — The
proposed deal between Oracle and ByteDance, the Chinese company that owns TikTok,
involves a number of extraordinarily political,
What Happened With the TikTok Ban and What is the Future ofDec 11, 2020 — One perk for
newcomers of TikTok is when you reach 1,000 followers you can go live. This allows users to
connect with new or existing China attacks US 'bullying' over ban on Tiktok and WeChatSep 18,
2020 — It's happening! Everybody stay calm!” TikToker Nick Foster told his 577,000 followers,
dubbing a video of himself with audio of actor Steve Carell's
Tiktok down? Current problems and outages | DowndetectorReal-time problems and outages
for Tiktok. Can't view videos? Is the server down? Here you see what is going onThe TikTok
saga: Everything you need to know - CNETSep 18, 2020 — The Commerce Department cracks
down days after TikTok strikes a deal "The tech community will be very hesitant to go along with
this app
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